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Chapter 961 

Trembling in fear, Seamus said, “Dad, you’re right! My priorities are all messed up. We can always finish 

off Levi anytime we like!” 

His father replied agitatedly, “I’m glad you finally realize your mistake, boy. Don’t be intimidated by Levi 

just because he killed Caleb. Caleb was at most just a servant of our family! You guys are really a 

disgrace to the Garrison family to be scared of Levi!” 

The youngsters of the Garrison family from Haven all kept their eyes downcast guiltily like a bunch of 

kids who had just broken something valuable in the house. 

They felt embarrassed to be intimidated by Levi, who was just an illegitimate child of their family. 

“Levi doesn’t deserve to be treated so seriously by us! He’s clearly not that important!” Fenton, Jonah’s 

favorite grandson, emphasized in a cold voice. 

Jonah was pleased to hear those words. “You guys should learn from Fenton. That’s how a man from our 

family is supposed to behave! 

If the Garrison clan from Oakland City know how intimidated you lot are by Levi, I don’t think I will be 

able to put up with the embarrassment!” 

“Master, we’ve found out where Kirin resides in. We can visit him right away,” the butler informed 

Jonah. 

“Great! I can’t wait to meet him!” Jonah guffawed. 

Soon, Jonah and his family arrived at the Warzone compound. 

Azure Dragon and the rest were still staying there, although Levi had moved out. 

The commotion of the Garrisons’ arrival soon caught their attention. 

that the Garrisons were there to look for their trouble, Azure Dragon and the others strutted out of the 

building, all the while exuding a murderous aura. “What are you lot doing here? Are you here 

Tiger was excited to find quite a number of skilled fighters in the middle of Jonah’s entourage. All the 

fighters were experts in their fields who were evidently stronger than Caleb. The man had visited the 

compound last time and was easily killed 

a chuckle. “Kirin, you’re the benefactor of our family! It’s an honor to finally meet you,” Jonah boomed. 

With the help of his sons and grandsons, Jonah walked up to Kirin and got 

Kirin. “We, the Garrison family 

The Garrison family from Haven’s eyes were brimming with gratitude as they spoke. 

family in Haven would not have existed. In the meantime, Osborn was flabbergasted by such a sight. He 

was shocked 

front of the Five Great Wars Regiment, Osborn dreaded to imagine how much more powerful and 

authoritative the God of War must be. “Mr. Jonah Garrison! It’s been three years since we last met each 

other.” Kirin immediately approached the man 



Garrisons were elated to see that Kirin still remembered 
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Kirin answered his question with a pleasant smile, “Of course you can meet the God of War. In fact, he’s 

a pretty friendly and approachable guy.” 

“Is that so?” Jonah, as well as his family members, looked thrilled upon hearing what the man said. 

Meeting the God of War in person was probably the greatest wish of everyone from the prominent 

families. 

An idea struck Kirin, prompting him to ask Jonah, “Mr. Garrison, I bet there’s something else that 

inspired you to come all the way here. Care to enlighten me?” 

The latter replied with a breezy smile, “Meeting you is, of course, my top priority. However, you’re right 

– I’m here to run some unimportant errands.” 

“Unimportant errands? What sort of errands would that be?” Kirin asked curiously. 

Sounding somewhat stiff, Jonah answered, “I’m going to deal with a traitor of our family. In fact, it’s too 

trivial a matter to be worth discussing with all of you here.” 

“Oh, it’s a domestic affair. In that case, we’ll leave you to it then.” 

Kirin and the rest of the Five Great Wars Regiment couldn’t be bothered with the Garrison family’s 

troubles. 

Then, Kirin invited Jonah and his family inside the Warzone compound. 

His friendly gesture took them all by surprise. 

be welcomed into the Warzone compound by the Five Great Wars Regiment themselves. In the 

meantime, Levi moved to stay with his 

of her mind – she had a feeling someone would come after them soon after Caleb had failed to kill Levi 

and her. That was a danger they could avoid only via 

from Haven have come to this city. The streets outside are crowded with businessmen and tycoons who 

are 

what? The Garrison family is here?” Emma’s heart gave a lurch after listening to what the nanny said. At 

last, the situation she had worried about the most had 

nobody in the presence of the Garrison family from Haven, not to mention the Garrison clan based in 

Oakland City, which was the 

woman’s face still shone with determination. No matter what happened, she would do all she could to 

protect Levi and keep him out of harm’s 

sure you will get to meet the God 

“That’s great! I’ve prepared some gifts for him and his mother. I hope they will like them!” 

As soon as Jonah learned that the God of War’s mother was here too, he had immediately dispatched 

some of his men to make a trip back to Haven to pick a gift for her. 



kind of you,” Kirin commented with a smile. Soon, the Garrison 

where Levi and his mother live?” Jonah asked the 
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Emma woke up early the next morning to prepare breakfast for Levi and Zoey. 

As she had no idea how long such peaceful and happy days would last, she decided to enjoy every day 

like it was the last. 

While they were having their breakfast, Zoey asked Levi, “Are you heading out later?” 

“Yes. Kirin told me someone wants to see me, so I have to head out.” 

He had no idea who Kirin wanted him to meet. 

Despite that, he still decided to be there for his subordinate’s sake. 

“Okay. Let’s talk tonight after you’re back then,” Zoey proposed, her face flushing with embarrassment. 

“Sure, that shouldn’t be a problem.” 

Meanwhile, the gifts prepared for the God of War and his mother had arrived from Haven. 

All the gifts were nicely kept in three exquisite wooden boxes. 

After making sure that the gifts were to his satisfaction, Jonah broke into a contented smile. 

Every member of the Garrison family from Haven dressed up to the nines before they set off to the 

Warzone compound. 

the tycoons of the city couldn’t help but be astonished 

Boss will be late. Please do wait for him patiently,” Kirin informed. “Sure! It’s our honor 

I’ve never heard of anyone having the honor before!” For Jonah and his entire family, it was an 

– or even months – to meet him. Will we become the talk of the town after word spreads around about 

our meeting with the 

were stunned to see him. Firstly, they thought 

Secondly, the man looked too much like a commoner for him to be someone as prominent as the God of 

War. 

no different from a commoner when he 

of his family believe him to be the God of 

of Levi in unison. “Boss, please allow me to introduce to you the head of the 

from 
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Everyone from Jonah’s family couldn’t wait to hear Levi’s confirmation. 

If Levi were indeed someone from the Garrison clan in Oakland City, the situation would be very 

beneficial to them all. 



They had to rely on the Garrison clan in Oakland City for support as they were just a small branch of the 

Garrison family 

Now that they were lucky enough to have a chance to establish a connection with the God of War, their 

future seemed bright in their eyes. 

“The Garrison clan from Oakland City? Haha! They aren’t worthy to have a descendant as great as me!” 

Levi’s answer drove Jonah and his family to despair. 

The God of War isn’t related to the Garrison clan from Oakland City? What? 

How’s that possible? 

Other than the Garrison clan in Oakland City, which branch could possibly have the resources to train 

him? 

Jonah could not think of any other Garrison branch who could be capable of nurturing a descendant like 

Levi. 

Just like them, the branches in Northeast City, Northwest City, and Chillshire could never have had the 

resources to train their descendants into someone like Levi despite them being an imperial family. 

“Huh? 

Garrison clan in Oakland City? How can that be? I can hardly believe other branches of our family have 

his family went wide in shock, all filled with utter disbelief. They did not think other branches of their 

family had what it took to train someone like the God of War. 

God of War through sheer hard work,” Kirin quickly explained. Levi glanced at Jonah and the rest of his 

family before announcing, “Listen to me very carefully – I’m not related to any branch of the Garrison 

family, especially the 

the God of War of Erudia? Those who were born into rich and powerful families did not think those who 

came from poor families stood a chance at achieving 

same education, resources, and connections the latter could have. Those from poor 

and his family found it hard to believe that the God of War actually came from a poor 

“Well, please get up. We’ll talk then,” Levi urged. 

God of War!” Jonah and the rest of his family rose to their feet and followed Levi to 

asked, “I suppose 

in the room froze as soon as he posed that question. Everyone, including Kirin, gaped at Levi 
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Levi broke into a smile which grew wider and slowly turned into a sneer in response to Jonah’s answer. 

They’re really here to kill me. 

I knew they weren’t only here to visit the God of War! 

“A traitor? I heard from the grapevine that he is quite a prominent skilled fighter. You guys better 

summon more help to handle him!” Levi chuckled. 



Levi’s answer only cemented Jonah’s opinion that the God of War had already discovered everything 

there is to know about Emma and her son. 

Even the God of War knows that Levi is a tough nut to crack. I bet our family has become the laughing 

stock of the town right now because of that bastard and his mother! 

“God of War, thanks for your concern. However, please don’t worry about us. I’m sure we will be able to 

finish them both off!” 

A dangerous glint flickered in Jonah’s eyes when he said that. 

“Well, I’ll wait for your good news then.” Levi nodded. 

“Huh?” 

Jonah’s eyes gleamed with hope at once. 

Does the God of War also want to get rid of Emma and her son? 

Wait, of course he does. After all, he is one of the Garrisons too! 

the scandal Emma and her son have brought upon the Garrison family! No matter what, there is no 

reason to 

them!” Jonah beckoned his sons to bring the gift 

by saying, “Boss, please accept their gifts! I’m sure 

He had never received gifts offered to him by any other people. 

couldn’t see the reason why he should not accept the gifts from Jonah and his family, considering that 

they were there 

first box contained shiny armor made of a special metal. 

wearer from knives, swords, and even bullets. It’s much better than an ordinary bulletproof 

armor up and 
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Jonah had a clear idea of who he needed to implement his plan. 

He recruited six skilled fighters from Tang Sect, all of them masters in wielding concealed weapons. 

In addition to that, he dispatched eighteen top skilled fighters trained by the Garrison family to guard all 

exits of the neighborhood, giving Levi no chance to escape. 

Last but not least, he and the rest of the family would be supervising everything from outside the 

neighborhood to deal with emergencies. 

“Levi Garrison, I can’t believe even the God of War sees you as a skilled fighter too. Tonight, I’m going to 

witness you in action with my own eyes!” 

Jonah looked forward to the violence that would be unleashed. 

Meanwhile, Levi brought the gifts he had received from Jonah back home. 

He was overjoyed to receive the red ginseng, as that was what his mother needed the most at the 

moment. 



In order to cure Emma’s illness, he had sent some of his men on a search for rare and precious medicinal 

herbs over the past two days. 

Much to his pleasant surprise, he received red ginseng from the Garrisons right at his doorstep. 

The red ginseng, if used properly, could cure his mother of her chronic illness, boost her health, and 

even help her achieve longevity. 

To be more precise, the red ginseng could help with his mother’s skin condition too. 

timely gift. After consulting Fredrick, Levi prepared a soup with red ginseng for Emma. When Zoey got 

back home, Levi casually 

us a gift each. This is yours,” he said. “Thanks.” Zoey, who did not know much about jade, 

that topaz pendant was actually a priceless item – the rarest of its kind. After all, the Garrison family 

would never give out anything shabby as gifts. Anyone who knew something about jade would have to 

pick their jaws up from the ground when 

only realize the real value of the 

“Hey, didn’t you say you had something to discuss with me?” 

Levi remembered the woman telling him that that morning. 

dragged him into their bedroom surreptitiously. “I suppose you 

about it.” It went without saying that Levi knew about the project. Zoey was working at the company 

owned by him, 
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Levi scratched his head, looking puzzled. 

“What exactly is on your mind?” 

Despite him being the God of War, who had vast experience on the battlefields, he knew nothing about 

relationships. 

Therefore, he had no idea how to gaug 

e what was on Zoey’s mind. 

The woman shot him a glare. “You really can be such a blockhead sometimes. I’m thinking about getting 

pregnant!” 

“Huh? Oh, I-I see…” It finally dawned upon him what she was thinking about. 

So, her getting pregnant is her plan! 

That’s quite brilliant, actually. 

As soon as she’s pregnant, her family will have no choice but to accept our marriage. 

“As long as I’m pregnant, there’s nothing the Lopez family and the Black family can do to stop us from 

marrying each other. On top of that, I’ll be getting so rich at that time that they will no longer be able to 

exert any more control on me! 

I’ll be free to decide who I’d like to marry, and no one will be able to stop me from doing that!” Zoey 

announced agitatedly. 



Yet, Levi had his reservations. “It’s not very appropriate, is it?” 

“Why do you think so?” 

should think about getting a child after we remarry each other. Right now, we’re officially still a divorced 

couple.” “Zoey, getting pregnant at 

you’ve had gone through more than your share of hardships during these years. So, why don’t we only 

think about having a child after we remarry each 

all the effort I’ve made so far for you are 

seeing how much Levi cared about her. “Alright, I’ll do as you say.” Levi beamed at 

dared not propose that idea, considering he had owed 

I’ll be busy later,” Levi spoke all of a 

He was not in the mood to spend time with Zoey in bed because Jonah and his family were coming to kill 

him soon. 

“Who said we’re going to do it tonight?” 

out of the mansion to let the breeze cool him down. With one 

God of War?” “Tell everyone guarding the neighborhood to retreat 
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Swish, swish, swish… 

The rustling sound of something moving in the air at a rapid speed could be heard. 

Up to a hundred concealed weapons swooped down at Levi dangerously at one go. 

The skilled fighters from Tang Sect were aiming to kill Levi with a single strike. 

They were very sure that their concealed weapons would be able to kill the man, leaving his body filled 

with holes. 

Clank! 

Clank! 

Clank! 

Much to their consternation, sparks flew and the sound of metal on metal could be heard. 

“What is this sorcery? Is he wearing armor? Let’s give it another go!” 

The skilled fighters from Tang Sect reacted promptly by launching another round of attack on Levi 

without further ado. 

Clank… 

Yet, the same thing happened this time – their weapons were unable to pierce through Levi’s armor. 

It’s one of our creations!” One of them let out an exclamation after taking a closer look at the armor Levi 

was wearing. “It can’t be! How did he get his hands on the 

“We’ve failed our mission! Retreat immediately!” The six skilled fighters 



a smile. I must say, this Golden Armor is indeed 

weapons and bullets, he is defenseless to the weapons used by the fighter of Tang Sect. 

at how sturdy the Golden 

The fighters, who were guarding the exits, were horrified to see the fighters from Tang Sect running 

away from Levi’s manor. 

“You guys should remain here,” they told the eighteen skilled fighters. 

lot of confidence in the skilled fighters from Tang Sect.” At that juncture, 

Jonah knew their mission had gone awry. “Mr. Garrison, 

can’t be hurt by our concealed weapons at all!” Another man from Tang 
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The Garrison family had spent a fortune on training the eighteen skilled fighters who had never acted 

together before that day. 

They were confident that their joined forces would be capable of finishing off anyone. 

Exuding a murderous aura, the skilled fighters closed in on Levi. 

Swish! 

The blades of their swords swept past the icy air toward Levi. 

Clank! 

Levi allowed them to slash his body with the swords, not doing anything to defend himself. 

. 

To the utter dismay of the skilled fighters, only a dull thud was produced when the blades landed on 

Levi’s body as their swords failed to cut through him 

“Mr. Garrison, did you see that? He’s wearing a powerful armor that can protect him from the swords!” 

one of the skilled fighters from Tang Sect pointed out. 

Clank! 

Clank! 

Clank! 

The eighteen skilled fighters tried attacking Levi again and again, but their efforts were futile. 

The blades of their swords only ended up being dented. 

What kind of armor is Levi Garrison wearing? 

His armor must be very strong because our swords are powerful enough to pierce through bulletproof 

vests made with the most advanced techniques. 

have a feeling that Levi is wearing the Golden Armor. If he wasn’t, there’s no way he’ll be able to last 

this long,” Seamus whispered to his father. “He’s really something!” Jonah tried to catch a glimpse at 

what Levi looked like, but he 

shone in Levi’s eyes while the eighteen skilled fighters were attacking 



one. The eighteen skilled fighters suffered from his attacks, tossed around as if they were mere 

mind-blowing sight. The Garrison family from Haven could not believe their eyes. They knew the 

eighteen skilled fighters well enough to know that they were all extremely talented. The combative 

power of one of 

to get rid of Levi tonight, or he will go on to become a great disgrace to our family! Now that even the 

God of War is aware of his presence, we 

his men, ordering a full-blown attack on the man 

The man approached them one step at a time. 

Clank! 

not bothering to dodge or fight back. Levi knew he was well protected by the Golden Armor; he would 

not be harmed no matter how they tried to hurt him. The skilled fighters soon discovered something 

bizarre. Regardless of how they swung their blades, all 

never seem to reach the more vulnerable body parts of his, like his neck or his head. 

Levi walked past was filled with the fighters who had 
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Jonah was left gob smacked. He felt as though his head was going to explode, and his eyeballs were 

going to pop out of their sockets any minute. 

Levi received a Golden Armor from me? 

Didn’t I gift that to the God of War earlier today? 

Could Levi possibly be the God of War? How could he be such a prominent figure? 

While Jonah went lost in his own thoughts, Levi had already made his way right in front of them. 

The Garrisons turned to face Levi and what greeted them was a face they had seen earlier that day. 

Isn’t this man the God of War? 

Having met during the day, the two parties encountered each other again, albeit in a much more 

awkward manner. 

“Jonah, I really love this Golden Armor from you! It’s so much better than the usual bulletproof vests 

I’ve been wearing.” 

Levi flashed the group a good-natured smile. 

For some reason, Jonah and his family felt as though their legs just turned into jelly. 

Thud! 

Thud! 

One after another, they collapsed onto the ground and knelt before Levi. 

The skilled fighters standing around them were left at a loss. 

.”What are you lot waiting for? Get down on your knees right now!” Jonah snarled 

out an amused laugh. “Why are you guys kneeling in front of me? Come on, kill me 



Garrison was the God of War! That was certainly a staggering discovery to them. No wonder the man 

had been reluctant to admit to the fact that he was one of the Garrisons. No wonder he did not take the 

Garrison clan 

wonder he knew about the other purpose of their visit to 

No wonder he tipped them off by saying that the bastard of their family was a tough nut to crack and 

advising them to bring more men with them. 

At that 

Levi were indeed a useless man, how could he have killed Caleb? How could he have brought his mother 

back with him? 

about their plan to kill him earlier that day. After so much hassle, the bastard they had planned to kill 

turned out to be the God 


